Introduction
Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC), defined by the lack of expression of estrogen receptor (ER) and progesterone receptor (PR) and the absence of HER2 overexpression and amplification, represents $10%-20% [1] of all breast cancers. TNBCs overall portend worse prognosis compared with other types of breast cancer with increased likelihood of early distant recurrence and death [1] . Beyond PAM50-based classification, recent efforts of genome-wide profiling have led to the recognition of six stable molecular subtypes of TNBC as described by Lehmann et al. [2] namely basal-like 1 (BL1), basal-like 2 (BL2), immunomodulatory (IM), luminal androgen receptor (LAR), mesenchymal (M) and mesenchymal stem-like (MSL). A more recent and partially overlapping classification segregated TNBC into four subtypes: basal-like/immunesuppressed (BLIS), basal-like/immune activated (BLIA), LAR and mesenchymal (MES) [3] . In a retrospective study, Masuda et al. [4] have examined the relationship between pathological complete response (pCR) and clinical outcome by TNBC subtypes using both PAM50 and Lehmann's classification and found the latter to be a better predictor of pCR [5] . While Masuda's study is limited by its small size and retrospective nature, it raises important considerations for the potential use of molecular subtyping to better decipher the clinical heterogeneity of TNBC.
Based on these data and in view of the limited clinical benefit with targeted therapies in unselected TNBC patients, there has been a research impetus towards optimizing treatment through molecular subtyping [6] . Little is known about the potential driving molecular events within each subtype and further insight into their underlying genomic alterations is needed. TNBCs are significantly associated with BRCA1 germline mutations and high levels of genomic instability, TP53 (82%) and PIK3CA (10%) being the two most frequently mutated somatic genes [7] . In TNBCs where actionable somatic mutations constitute lowfrequency events [2, 7] , mutational analyses in the context of different molecular subtypes are essential to determine whether subtype-specific therapies can be considered. Moreover, despite the large number of past and ongoing clinical trials [8] investigating therapeutic targets in TNBC, chemotherapy still is the only standard treatment option for those patients.
Here, we aimed to study the genomic aberrations that drive each of the TNBC molecular subtypes as defined by Lehmann et al. by applying an integrative analysis combining somatic mutation, copy number aberrations (CNAs) and gene expression profiles of 550 TNBC derived from Molecular Taxonomy of Breast Cancer International Consortium (METABRIC) [9] and the The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) [10] consortia. To our knowledge, this is the largest study that aims to in depth characterize TNBC subtype-specific alterations, with the ultimate goal to provide novel genomic-driven therapeutic strategies.
Materials and methods

Datasets
Bioinformatic analyses were carried out on publicly available transcriptomic and genomic data including normalized gene expression, somatic mutation calling and segmented copy-number data from 355 and 195 TNBC samples from the Molecular Taxonomy of Breast Cancer International Consortium (METABRIC) [9] and The Cancer Genome Atlas Consortium (TCGA) [10] , respectively. The types of omics data available for each patient are described in supplementary Table S1 , available at Annals of Oncology online.
Additional information on the bioinformatics methods used in this analysis is provided in supplementary methods. All statistical analyses were carried out using R (version 3.4.0). P-Values were corrected for multi-testing using the Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate (FDR). Statistical tests were considered significant if FDR < 0.05.
Results
Reproducibility of Lehmann's TNBC classification in the METABRIC series
We first sought to reproduce Lehmann's classification by applying his methods on the 550 TNBC samples ($18%) from the METABRIC and TCGA datasets. In particular, we assessed whether we could generate similar TNBC subtypes using unsupervised k-means consensus clustering (supplementary Figure  S1A -H, available at Annals of Oncology online). The optimal number of clusters based on the area under the curve of the consensus distribution function (CDF) plot was found to be 5 (supplementary Figure S1E and I, available at Annals of Oncology online). Consistently with Lehmann's classification, the contingency tables showed the best global agreement (69%) as well as the best Cohen kappa value (k ¼0.52) for k ¼ 5 (supplementary Figure S2 , available at Annals of Oncology online).
As shown in supplementary Figures S1E and S2, available at Annals of Oncology online, the BL1, IM, LAR, M and MSL samples overall clustered with samples from the same subtype. Of note, BL1 and M samples predominantly clustered together but also to a minor extent with samples from other subtypes. In contrast, BL2 and UNS subtypes appeared less reproducible since they were clustered non-specifically. Based on those results, we opted to remove the BL2 subtype and to re-assign BL2 samples to the second highest significant correlated centroid (supplementary Figures S2E and Our results support the presence of five stable TNBC subtypes at the transcriptional level, namely the BL1, IM, LAR, M and MSL, which will be further investigated in the present analysis.
TNBC molecular subtypes are associated with different clinic-pathological variables and clinical outcome
We then assessed the distribution of the intrinsic molecular (PAM50) subtypes [10] within the whole TNBC cohort and within each of the five stable TNBC molecular subtypes using the PAM50 classifier. As expected, the majority of the samples were classified as basal-like (76%), followed by HER2-enriched (15%), normal-like (5%) and luminal A and B (2%) tumours (supplementary Figure S3B , available at Annals of Oncology online). When considering specific subtypes, BL1, IM and M samples were almost entirely composed of basal-like tumours whereas the LAR and MSL subtypes were composed of 75% of HER2-enriched and 28% of normal-like tumours, respectively (supplementary Figure S3C , available at Annals of Oncology online).
We also investigated the associations between classical clinicpathological characteristics and TNBC molecular subtypes using two-sided Fisher tests. As shown in Table 1 , the BL1 subtype was enriched with younger patients, whereas the LAR subtype was enriched with older patients. The BL1, IM and M subtypes were enriched with high grade tumours whereas the LAR and MSL subtypes were predominantly associated with low grade tumours. Although this cohort was mostly represented by invasive ductal carcinomas (84%), the LAR and IM subtypes were enriched with invasive lobular and invasive medullary carcinomas (supplementary Figure S3D and E, available at Annals of Oncology online).
Finally, we assessed whether molecular subtypes were associated with distinct clinical outcome. Using a Cox proportional hazards regression model, the PAM50 classification was found to be significantly associated with overall survival (supplementary Figure S3F and G, available at Annals of Oncology online), with HER2-E subtype showing the worse prognosis (HR ¼ 1.56; CI ¼ 1.07-2.26; P ¼ 0.02). The LAR subtype showed a worse outcome in the univariate (HR ¼ 1.5; CI ¼ 1.04-2.17; P ¼ 0.031) and the multivariate (HR ¼ 1.47; CI ¼ 1.0-2.14; P ¼ 0.046) analysis whereas the IM subtype was significantly associated with a better prognosis (HR ¼ 0.68; CI ¼ 0.46-0.99; P ¼ 0.043) in the multivariate analysis (supplementary Figure S3H and I, available at Annals of Oncology online).
These results demonstrate the presence of a substantial clinicpathological heterogeneity and a distinct clinical behaviour that characterize TNBC molecular subtypes.
TNBC molecular subtypes exhibit heterogeneous mutational profiles
To gain more insight into the potential genomic abnormalities that drive this heterogeneity, we assessed the mutational profiles characterizing each of the TNBC molecular subtypes derived from targeted and whole exome sequencing. As previously described [10, 11] , sequencing data were available for 447 out of the 485 (92%) TNBC tumours samples (supplementary Table S1 , available at Annals of Oncology online) allowing the identification of 2273 somatic mutations comprising 1994 point mutations and 279 small insertions/deletions (indels). No statistically significant differences were observed regarding the type of nucleotide substitutions (supplementary Figure S4A , available at Annals of Oncology online) nor effect on protein sequence (supplementary Figure S4B , available at Annals of Oncology online) between TNBC molecular subtypes. In contrast, we observed differences in terms of mutational burden. With an overall median of four exonic mutations per tumour (IQ ¼ 3-6) (supplementary Figure  S4C , available at Annals of Oncology online), the LAR subtype was characterized by a significantly higher mutational burden (FDR ¼ 0.03) whereas the MSL was characterized by a significantly lower mutational burden (FDR ¼ 0.012).
TP53 (81%), MUC16 (21%) and PIK3CA (20%) were the most frequently mutated genes in exonic regions for the global TNBC cohort (Figure 1 ) with the BL1 subtype showing the highest rate of TP53 mutations (92%; FDR ¼ 0.039). Of interest, the LAR subtype showed the most distinct mutational profile when compared with other subtypes with enrichment of mutations in PIK3CA (55%;
) genes. Consistently, AKT1 and CDH1 mutations were significantly associated with higher and lower mRNA expression levels, respectively (supplementary Figure S4D and E, available at Annals of Oncology online). Several of these mutations affected genes involved in specific KEGG signalling pathways across TNBC subtypes (supplementary Figure S4F , available at Annals of Oncology online).
These results highlight the presence of a substantial heterogeneity at the mutational level characterizing each of the TNBC molecular subtype with potential clinical implications. 
TNBC molecular subtypes display distinct genomic instability
Since TNBC tumours are known to be associated with instable genomes [10] , we investigated chromosomal instability (CIN) as defined by the percentage of the genome affected by CNAs according to hormonal status (supplementary Figure S5A , available at Annals of Oncology online), PAM50 classification (supplementary Figure S5B , available at Annals of Oncology online) and within TNBC molecular subtypes (supplementary Figure S5C , available at Annals of Oncology online). As expected, ERÀ/ HER2À as well as basal-like cancers displayed higher CIN scores when compared with the other subtypes (median CIN ¼ 0.52 versus 0.28 for ERÀ/HER2À and 0.58 versus 0.28 for basal-like breast cancer; for both P < 10 À16 ). Among the TNBC subtypes, BL1 and M tumours were the ones displaying a significantly higher median CIN scores (supplementary Figure S5D , available at Annals of Oncology online).
We also examined the frequency of CNAs in 32 known breast cancer copy number driver genes [12] in the whole TNBC cohort and across all molecular subtypes. MYC (64%), PIK3CA (51%) and CDK6 (39%) appeared to be the most frequently gained/amplified genes whereas MAP2K4 (55%), TP53 (55%) and NCOR1 (54%) were most frequently subject to hemizygous (HETD) or homozygous deletion (HOMD) across the whole TNBC cohort (Figure 2 ). BL1 subtype showed the highest number of CNAs (Figures 2 and 3A; supplementary Figure S6 , available at Annals of Oncology online) with high gain/amplification levels involving ). Similarly, to previous results, TNBC subtypes are characterized by distinct CNA profiles, notably in specific driver cancer genes, providing the basis for future genomic-driven targeted therapies.
Different biological processes characterize TNBC subtypes according to hallmarks of cancer
Here, we sought to assess the biological processes driving each TNBC molecular subtype according to the Hallmarks of Cancer [13] . For this purpose, we computed specific meta-gene signatures associated with the 10 previously reported hallmarks of Cancer using 270 Reactome signatures [14] (Figure 3B ). Of interest, the BL1 subtype was significantly associated with Genome BL1   TP53  MUC16  PIK3CA  AHNAK2  SYNE1  AHNAK  DNAH11  USH2A  DNAH2  MLL2  KMT2C  HERC2  DNAH5  RYR2  AKAP9  UTRN  NOTCH1  BIRC6  PTEN  RB1  COL12A1  ATR  NCOR2  STAB2  BRCA1  THSD7A  NF1  AKT1  CDH1   TP53 80  21  20  19  17  13  12  11  11 
Discussion
In this study, we carried out an integrative in silico analysis using publicly available datasets in order to emphasize the degree of TNBC heterogeneity at the gene expression, mutational and CNA levels. We were able to globally reproduce Lehmann's [2] TNBC classification with BL1, IM, LAR, M and MSL being the more stable subtypes. In particular, we showed that TNBC could be partitioned into five stable transcriptional subtypes with $25% being BL1, 25% IM, 16% LAR, 21% M and 13% MSL. Of note, the lack of reproducibility regarding BL2 and UNS subtypes has already been observed in other studies [4, 15] .
We furthermore showed that TNBC molecular subtypes displayed distinct clinic-pathological characteristics, PAM50 and histotype distribution as well as overall survival. As already reported [7] , BL1, IM and M tumours were classified as basal-like tumours whereas a substantial proportion of LAR and MSL tumours were classified as HER2-enriched and normal-like, respectively. Of interest, LAR tumours were associated with higher mutational burden with significantly enriched mutations clustered in the PI3K pathway and MSL tumours were the ones showing the lowest mutational load that could partially explain their pertaining to HER2-enriched and normal-like subtypes by PAM50, respectively.
Although this TNBC series was mostly represented by invasive ductal carcinomas, we did observe some differences with the LAR and IM subtypes being enriched with invasive lobular and medullary carcinomas, respectively. Similarly to LAR tumours, lobular cancers harbour high mutation frequency in PIK3CA, AKT1 and Figure 2 . Genomic instability within each TNBC molecular subtype. CNA frequencies for the 32 breast cancer copy number driver genes across each TNBC molecular subtype. Significant differences (FDR < 5%, one-sided Fisher test) are shown with an asterisk. Differences in mRNA expression were tested using one-sided Wilcoxon Rank Sum test with P-values corrected for multi-testing. Significant mRNA upregulation and downregulation were displayed using, respectively, red and blue triangles. Somatic mutation frequency is reported, when available, on top of each TNBC molecular subtype. (B) Heatmap of the 10 Hallmarks of cancer meta-gene signature scores for the TNBC molecular subtypes. Differences were reported using one-sided Wilcoxon Rank Sum test with P-values corrected for multi-testing. Significant differences were reported for FDR lower than 5% (significant up-regulation are displayed in black and down-regulated in white).
CDH1 genes [16] whereas medullary breast cancers, like IM tumours, are enriched with tumour infiltrating lymphocytes which are captured by high expression levels of immune check point genes and immune response signatures [17] . Moreover, we found specific differences in mutational and copy number profiles characterizing each TNBC molecular subtype offering novel therapeutic avenues for TNBC patients. For instance, we demonstrated that BL1 tumours were characterized by high genomic instability, high copy number losses for TP53, BRCA1/2 and RB1 genes, as well as high copy number gains for PPAR1 gene (supplementary Figure S6A , available at Annals of Oncology online) supporting the notion that these tumours may be sensitive to PARP inhibitors. In addition, they may also be potential candidates for MEK1/2 inhibitors since 90% of BL1 tumours displayed copy number gains for KRAS, NRAS and BRAF with significant mRNA overexpression of the corresponding genes (Figures 2 and 3A) . Finally, a high proportion of BL1 may also benefit from PI3K/AKT inhibitors since they showed a high frequency of PIK3CA copy number gains with significant overexpression of PIK3CA, AKT2 and AKT3 genes (Figures 2 and 3A) .
We also demonstrated that LAR and MSL tumours retained RB1 while showing significantly lower CDK4 and CDK6 mRNA expression level (supplementary Figure S6B , available at Annals of Oncology online). Since RB1, CDK4 and CDK6 expression was shown to be associated with response to CDK4/6 inhibitors [18] , patients diagnosed with LAR and MSL tumours may be potential candidates to CDK4/6 inhibitors. Moreover, 75% of LAR tumours exhibited somatic mutations in PI3K signalling pathway (Figures 1 and 3A) , suggesting a potential benefit to PI3K and AKT inhibitors as previously reported in preclinical models [19] .
Despite being genetically more stable, MSL tumours showed an overexpression of the "Inducing Angiogenesis" hallmark together with a significant mRNA overexpression of PDGFR and VEGFR that may drive MSL tumorigenesis supporting that these tumours may derive benefit from an antiangiogenic therapy ( Figure 3A and B) in contrast to unselected TNBC population [20] .
EGFR and Notch signalling pathways were found to be enriched in M subtype, with high level of mRNA expression for EGFR ( Figure 3A) and NOTCH1, NOTCH3 (supplementary Figure S6C , available at Annals of Oncology online) suggesting that targeting EGFR and Notch pathways may be an option for these tumours. Similarly to anti-VEGF inhibitors, EGFR inhibitors failed to demonstrate a survival advantage in unselected TNBC [21] .
What differentiated IM to other TNBC subtypes was the presence of high expression levels of immune related signatures as well as high mRNA expression levels of immune check point inhibitor genes such as PD1, PDL1 and CTLA4 (supplementary Figure S6D , available at Annals of Oncology online) supporting the notion that these tumours may mostly benefit from checkpoint inhibitors.
Finally, MYC was the most frequently gained/amplified gene in almost all TNBC subtypes but MSL, in association with a significant mRNA overexpression in the BL1 and M subtypes (supplementary Figure S6E and F, available at Annals of Oncology online). It has been recently shown that selective inhibition of CDK1/2 [22] and spliceosomal core component BUD31 [23] was found to induce synthetic lethal mortality in MYC overexpressing TNBC tumours suggesting a potential benefit of inhibiting CDK1/2 and the spliceosome, in particular in the BL1 and M subtypes.
In conclusion, our findings highlight for the first time the substantial biological heterogeneity that characterize TNBC molecular subtypes at the somatic mutation, copy number and gene expression levels, allowing the identification of several candidate targets paving novel approaches for the development of anticancer therapeutics for TNBC.
